ADDENDUM FOUR (4)

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The tunnel repair pre-bid was held today with only one issuing needing to be published in the meeting minutes:

- Contractor is responsible for the replacement of one section of heavily corroded conduit from a light’s j-box north of the damaged area (see IMG_9486 Conduit Replacement photo) to a junction box south of the damaged area (see IMG_9487 Conduit Replacement photo). Assume the wire does NOT need to be replaced. Conduit will need to be removed to more easily access the damaged area in the tunnel.

Conduit replacement images are Attachment 1 & 2, consecutively (IMG_9486) & (IMG_9487) and other tunnel images are Attachment 3.

Listed under the Addendum Four (4) on webpage.

Thank you,

Tracy Nichols
Purchasing/Contract Management
Midwestern State University